Case Study: Conception Dive Boat Maritime Disaster
On Sept. 2, 2019, the worst maritime disaster in California since 1865 occurred off the coast of Santa Cruz Island. The
MV Conception dive boat caught fire and sank, killing 33 passengers and one crew member on board. The fire began
in the salon, and because of the layout of the boat and a blocked escape hatch, the below-deck passengers were
trapped. The crew’s sleeping quarters were on the top deck, with the passengers below deck. Once awakened by the
fire, the crew couldn’t get below deck and were forced to jump overboard after placing the initial mayday call. Five crew
members, including the captain, survived.
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Evidence: NTSB Report
states unknown cause of
fire. Probable origination in
aft salon area.
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To better understand how this tragedy occurred, we used the Cause Mapping® method of root cause analysis to break
out the cause-and-effect relationships within the incident.
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Possible Solution: On Sept. 10, 2019, the Coast Guard
issued Marine Safety Information Bulletin (MSIB) 008-19,
immediately advising owners, operators and masters of
passenger vessels to limit "the unsupervised charging of
lithium-ion batteries and extensive use of power strips and
extension cords."

Evidence: Lithium-ion batteries
have a known and documented
history of initiating accidental fires.
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Possible Solution: U.S. Coast
Guard rules change to require all
boat/ships booking overnight
passage to have integrated fire
alarm systems.
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Smoke inhalation

Limited smoke
detection
systems on boat
AND

Delayed
detection,
response
to fire
Delayed

Regulation at time ship
was built only required
modular detectors in
bunk area
Evidence: Central smoke detected system
mandated for overnight boats constructed
after 1996. MV Conception was built in 1981.
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Possible Solution: Use early
AM visit to deck to verify that a
night patrol exists.

People trapped
below deck

No roving patrol
overnight

AND

Evidence: The requirement to keep a watch
at night while passengers are embarked on
a vessel has been codified in US law since
1871.

Possible Solution: Ensure
multiple escape routes exist
before booking trip.

Evidence: Vessel’s Certificate of
Inspection required a roving
patrol at night.

Both exits led into
salon area
(suspected point of
fire)
Evidence: Coast Guard 46 CFR Subchapter T regulations (Old
and New) are not adequate because they allow for primary and
secondary means of escape to exit into the same space, which
could result in those paths being blocked by a single hazard.

Data Source: NTSB Report https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Reports/MAR2003.pdf
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